Preliminary efficacy screening of candidate malaria vaccines using controlled human malaria infection (CHMI) with the bites of *Plasmodium falciparum*--infected mosquitoes is well established. It allows vaccine developers to rapidly optimize vaccination regimens, and then to prioritize candidates for more expensive and time-consuming efficacy trials in the field \[[@JIT156C1]\]. Following CHMI, many groups undertake quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) monitoring of volunteers' parasite density during the "subpatent" period prior to microscopic detection of parasites \[[@JIT156C2], [@JIT156C3]\]. A variety of mathematical models have been used to analyze these data to estimate vaccine effects on the liver-to-blood parasite inoculum (LBI) and asexual blood-stage parasite multiplication rate (PMR) \[[@JIT156C4]--[@JIT156C7]\]. The reliability and comparability of these methods are unknown, despite the fact that they may have a critical role in evaluating vaccine efficacy.

Alongside sterilizing immunity in some volunteers, pre-erythrocytic vaccines may produce nonsterile partial protection, reflected by a reduction in LBI in vaccinees relative to controls and a delay in time to diagnosis. Asexual blood-stage vaccines (BSVs) may reduce the blood-stage PMR in vaccinees relative to controls, and may also result in pre-erythrocytic efficacy (ie, reducing the LBI), due to expression of classical "blood-stage" antigens during the late liver stage or on the sporozoite. The ability to measure and distinguish these 2 types of vaccine effect can guide vaccine developers' selection and optimization of vaccination regimens.

The main types of models that have been used for this purpose are as follows: simple exponential growth \[[@JIT156C5]\]; sine-wave--based functions, as originally developed in studies of malaria therapy for neurosyphilis \[[@JIT156C4], [@JIT156C8]\]; and a waveform based on the cumulative density function (CDF) of the normal distribution ("normal-CDF based") \[[@JIT156C6]\]. A World Health Organization--convened meeting to discuss challenge trial endpoints highlighted the lack of consensus regarding which modeling method should be used, and recommended that both sine-wave and normal-CDF--based models should be used until this uncertainty can be resolved \[[@JIT156C9]\].

Here, we present qPCR data covering at least 1 full parasite lifecycle from 267 subjects who have undergone sporozoite CHMI in Oxford, UK, in order to compare different mathematical models. We restricted our analysis to models capable of providing individual-level estimates of both LBI and PMR. We have not included more complex models designed to address variation in the parasite population or host responses over periods of microscopically patent growth \[[@JIT156C10], [@JIT156C11]\]. We compare the reproducibility of LBI and PMR estimates produced by the different models, and the models' accuracy in predicting omitted data points.

METHODS {#s2}
=======

Studies and qPCR {#s2a}
----------------

Data were drawn from all qPCR-monitored sporozoite CHMI trials conducted in Oxford up to December 2011, including 14 different CHMI studies involving 301 volunteers, 6 of whom were rechallenged on a subsequent occasion. As set out in [Supplementary Table 1](http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/infdis/jit156/-/DC1), the SybrGreen-based qPCR method of Andrews \[[@JIT156C2]\] was used for the first 9 challenge studies. For the 5 most recent challenge studies, a second qPCR method was used, based on TaqMan probes, as described elsewhere \[[@JIT156C3], [@JIT156C12], [@JIT156C13]\].

With the exception of 2 false-positive results obtained using the previous SybrGreen assay, no qPCR-positive data points were obtained for volunteers who were sterilely protected by a vaccine. These volunteers provided no data for the current study. We considered the absolute minimum quantity of data for modeling to be 2 positive qPCR data points separated by 48 hours. Data meeting this requirement were obtained from a total of 267 infections (104 with the current qPCR method; 163 with the previous method; [Supplementary Table 1](http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/infdis/jit156/-/DC1)). Fourteen of these infections resulted from needle-and-syringe administration of cryopreserved NF54 strain sporozoites (Sheehy et al, submitted); all other volunteers were infected by the bites of five 3D7-strain--infected mosquitoes.

To ensure that our conclusions remained valid for volunteers partially protected by pre-erythrocytic vaccines, we performed secondary analyses using the subset of volunteers who developed microscopically-patent parasitemia later than all the nonvaccinated controls in the same challenge study.

Analysis {#s2b}
--------

For each subject, results prior to the first point ≥20 parasites per milliliter (p/mL) were treated as missing. All subsequent points \<20 p/mL or negative were replaced with 10 p/mL. Modeling was conducted using Stata version 11 (StataCorp, TX); graphs were produced using Stata and Prism 5 (GraphPad Software).

The following methods of LBI and PMR estimation were compared. Further details of the models, including parameter definitions, are described in Table [1](#JIT156TB1){ref-type="table"}. Phrases in parentheses and quotes indicate shorthand subsequently used to refer to each method. Exponential model ("linear"): log~10~(PCR) = m(day -- 7.5) + cSine-wave model ("sine") \[[@JIT156C8]\]: log~10~(PCR) = c + m(day -- 6.5) + a\[sin \[π\*(day -- 6.5) + k\]Normal CDF model ("N-CDF") \[[@JIT156C6]\]: where *g* represents parasite generations since leaving the liver, F(*x*) = CDF of standard normal distribution. As has previously been described \[[@JIT156C14]\], we used a variant of this model, which regarded *μ~1~*, *μ~2~*, *σ~1~*, *σ~2~*, and *σ~3~* as constants, estimated using data from previous studies \[[@JIT156C6]\]. Table 1.Parasitemia Model ComparisonsModelModel StructureVaccine-Relevant Estimated ParametersAdditional ParametersLBI (parasites/mL)PMR (fold/48 h)ConstantGradientLifecycle Time IntervalsSynchronicityExponentialIndividual volunteerFitted value on day 7.510^2m^cmn/an/aSine-waveIndividual volunteer10^(\|a\|^ ^+^ ^c)^10^2m^cm2 day lifecycle duration;\
k shifts phase of sine wave and could be considered to adjust for variable time of liver release   a\
(determines sine wave amplitude)Normal-CDFHere, fitted to individual volunteer (multilevel modeling with some parameters fitted at group level also possible)β~1~xβ~2~ per (μ^2^ + 3) days\
(corrected to fold per 48 h for comparison with other models)β1xβ~2~μ~1~ time to liver release\
μ~2~ period a ring remains unsequestered\
μ~3~ period between sequestration and reinvasion σ~1~^2^, σ~2~^2^, σ~3~^2^\
(variances in µ~1~, µ~2~, µ~3~, respectively)[^1]

In addition, we also examined (1) direct qPCR quantification of LBI using the maximum measured parasite density during the first blood-stage generation (up to day 8.25) as a measure of the LBI (subsequently referred to as "first cycle peak"), and (2) direct qPCR quantification of PMR using the ratios of geometric mean parasitemia in first and second blood-stage parasite lifecycles ("cycle mean ratio"), as previously described \[[@JIT156C7]\]. For the latter, we estimated a 40-hour parasite lifecycle (see [Supplementary Figure 1*B*](http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/infdis/jit156/-/DC1)), with the first lifecycle extending to day 8.25, and the second cycle from day 8.25 to day 9.90; data from each cycle were only analyzed if the time of diagnosis for that volunteer was more than half way through the cycle. Data from volunteers who were not parasitemic by qPCR throughout this period could not contribute to this final analysis.

Comparison of Predictive Accuracy of Models {#s2c}
-------------------------------------------

For the 3 approaches that fit a model (linear, sine, and N-CDF), the capacity of the models to predict future parasite density was assessed by fitting each model to each individual\'s data, omitting the final 2 qPCR points. An out-of-sample forward prediction was then made for the final recorded qPCR point prior to treatment, and the error in this prediction (relative to the actual recorded qPCR value) was calculated. Further assessment of predictive capacity was performed using leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV), in which each model was successively refitted to an individual\'s data with each single data point omitted in turn. The root mean square error (RMSE) of the LOOCV prediction was calculated for each individual. This analysis was performed only for subjects assayed using the more recent (TaqMan-based) qPCR assay.

RESULTS {#s3}
=======

Clinical Trial qPCR Data {#s3a}
------------------------

[Supplementary Figure 1*A*](http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/infdis/jit156/-/DC1) demonstrates the accuracy of the TaqMan-based qPCR method, with a coefficient of variation (CV) less than 10% for parasite densities exceeding 40 p/mL, and in the range 10%--100% for parasite densities of 10--40 p/mL. The previous (SybrGreen-based) qPCR assay had a CV of around 50% for parasite densities exceeding 300 p/mL, and 50%--150% for parasite densities of 20--300 p/mL, as previously reported \[[@JIT156C2]\]. All trial qPCR data are presented as [Supplementary Table 1](http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/infdis/jit156/-/DC1).

The periodicity of parasitemia over the first 96 hours of blood-stage growth is illustrated by [Supplementary Figure 1*B* and 1*C*](http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/infdis/jit156/-/DC1). Troughs in parasitemia are separated by approximately 40 hours (ie, at days 8.25, 9.9, and 11.6), similar to the in vitro lifecycle duration of 3D7 clone parasites.

Models Fit Similar Lines and Produce Similar Parameter Estimates {#s3b}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The correlations between LBI and PMR estimates produced by linear, sine, and normal-CDF models, and by "first cycle peak" and "cycle mean ratio" methods, are shown in Figure [1](#JIT156F1){ref-type="fig"}. Examples of individual model fits are shown in [Supplementary Figure 2*A* and 2*C*](http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/infdis/jit156/-/DC1). Using data from the TaqMan-based qPCR method, Spearman correlation coefficients (*r~s~*) ranged from 0.95 to 0.99 for estimates of LBI from different methods, and from 0.77 to 0.90 for model-based estimates of PMR (Figure [1](#JIT156F1){ref-type="fig"}). The relationship between "cycle mean ratio" PMR estimates and model-based estimates was somewhat weaker (*r~s~* = 0.38--0.52). There were no systematic variations in estimates of LBI or PMR by linear, sine, or N-CDF methods. Correlations between parameter estimates remained strong when considering the subset of 20 volunteers partially protected by pre-erythrocytic vaccines (*r~S~* \> 0.75 and *P* \< .01 for all comparisons, with the exception of those including the cycle means method, which were not statistically significant). Figure 1.Different models produce similar parameter estimates and cross-validation errors. *A*, Parameter estimates from different models. Upper left: Scatterplot matrix illustrating correlations of LBI estimates from linear, sine, and N-CDF models with each other and with the first cycle peak--measured parasitemia, for studies conducted using TaqMan assay. LBI estimates \<2 p/mL are plotted at 2, and \>2000 at 2000. Upper right: Scatterplot matrix illustrating correlations of LBI estimates from linear, sine, and N-CDF models with each other and with the first cycle peak--measured parasitemia, for studies conducted using SybrGreen assay. LBI estimates \<2 p/mL are plotted at 2, and \>2000 at 2000. Lower left: Scatterplot matrix illustrating correlations of PMR estimates from linear, sine, and N-CDF models, and from "cycle mean ratio" method, for studies conducted using TaqMan assay. PMR estimates \>30-fold per 48 hours are plotted at 30. Lower right: Scatterplot matrix illustrating correlations of PMR estimates from linear, sine, and N-CDF models, and from "cycle mean ratio" method, for studies conducted using SybrGreen assay. PMR estimates \>30-fold per 48 hours are plotted at 30. *B* and *C*, Comparison of predictive accuracy of models. (*B*) Comparison of forward-predictive accuracy of linear, sine, and N-CDF models: fold error in prediction of time-of-diagnosis PCR using data lacking final 2 points. (*C*) Leave-one-out cross-validation error comparison. For each volunteer, each individual qPCR data point was serially omitted from the model-fitting data set, and errors in the prediction of each point were calculated. Root mean square of individual-point errors was calculated for each volunteer, and antilogged to produce fold-root mean square error as a summary measure for each subject. Abbreviations: N-CDF, normal-CDF; LBI, liver-to-blood parasite inoculum; qPCR, quantitative polymerase chain reaction; PMR, parasite multiplication rate.

On using data from the SybrGreen assay, correlation coefficients for estimates of LBI by different methods were weaker (*r~s~* = 0.64--0.92 for LBI and 0.42--0.89 for PMR), and there was a systematically higher estimate of LBI using the sine model compared with the linear or N-CDF models.

We found negative correlations between PMR and LBI estimates within each model (*r~s~* = −0.48, −0.41, and −0.58, for linear, since, and N-CDF, respectively; *P* \< .001 for each). We also found that PMR estimates produced by all models correlated negatively with the LBI estimated without modeling from the "first cycle peak" parasite density ([Supplementary Figure 2*D*](http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/infdis/jit156/-/DC1), *r~s~* = −0.30, −0.22, and −0.31 for linear, sine, and N-CDF PMR estimates, respectively; *P* \< .0001 for each).

Predictive Accuracy of Models {#s3c}
-----------------------------

Cross-validation approaches assess the capacity of a model to make an accurate prediction of the outcome (dependent) variable for an observation that is omitted from the data set used to fit the model.

The predictive accuracy of the models for omitted data points is shown in Figure [1](#JIT156F1){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [1](#JIT156F1){ref-type="fig"}*C*. There was a nonsignificant tendency (*P* = .34 by Kruskal--Wallis test) for the N-CDF model to be more accurate than the linear or sine models in predicting an omitted final data point in the series, but the N-CDF model was significantly less accurate for omitted data points within the series (*P* \< .0001 by Kruskal--Wallis test). Although statistically significant, this difference was slight in magnitude (Figure [1](#JIT156F1){ref-type="fig"}*C*). There were no statistically significant differences in the accuracy of either type of prediction among the subset of 20 volunteers partially protected by pre-erythrocytic vaccines (data not shown).

DISCUSSION {#s4}
==========

The estimates of LBI and PMR returned by these different mathematical models appear to be very similar. The more complex sine and normal CDF models did not achieve improved predictive accuracy for predicting missing data points relative to the simple linear model. There was less agreement between the models when using data from an older, less accurate PCR assay. The quality of the data that are input to the modeling process may be more important than the use of complex models.

Nonmodel-based estimation of LBI is possible. The first peak of parasitemia occurs between days 7 and 8, is probably a good approximation to the true LBI, and correlates closely with model-derived outputs. Enhancement of the sensitivity of qPCR toward 1 or 2 p/mL at these time points may increase the accuracy of "first cycle peak" measurement, and could eliminate the need for follow-up until blood-film positivity for trials where only LBI needs to be estimated. However, PMR cannot be accurately measured from a short period of qPCR monitoring, and a longer period of follow-up (ie, until blood films are positive) will continue to be necessary during evaluation of blood-stage vaccines by CHMI.

We observed an inverse relationship between PMR and LBI. Such a relationship could arise as an artefact (under- or overestimates of LBI would tend to result in converse errors in PMR; for example, if the timing of blood-sampling resulted in an underestimate of the first cycle peak parasitemia). On the other hand, this inverse relationship was observed even when nonmodel-based estimates of LBI were used. It may thus represent a biological effect, such as an effect of LBI on the release of tumor necrosis factor--α, which has been proposed to mediate density-dependent control of parasitemia \[[@JIT156C15]\].

Our analysis shows that estimates of individuals' PMR and/or LBI after mosquito-bite CHMI are reasonably consistent regardless of the model used. The output of 2 previously published models \[[@JIT156C4], [@JIT156C6]\] correlate closely, but a far simpler linear model provides estimates of LBI and PMR that closely correlate with both methods. There were minor differences in the predictive accuracy of the 3 models for missing data points. All 3 models correlated with an alternative method of PMR estimation based on mean parasitemia in each asexual lifecycle cycle, and an alternative method of LBI estimation using the first cycle peak. The linear model is simpler to apply to subjects with qPCR-negative data points and short periods of follow-up after an early blood-film diagnosis. Unlike the more complex models, it does not require either the estimation of further vaccine-irrelevant parameters or the use of assumptions that these parameters are fixed across volunteers (see Methods and Table [1](#JIT156TB1){ref-type="table"}). Unlike complex nonlinear models, it produces a single solution (avoiding the potential vulnerability of convergence upon local rather than global minima), and is readily comprehensible. We do not rule out the possibility that more complex models may perform favorably under certain circumstances, and do not intend to discourage the consideration of these and future more complex models; we intend only to suggest that the simple linear technique be reported alongside any other estimates, and that we do not believe that the current data justify the use of the more complex models examined here.

This information will be useful for investigators applying parasite lifecycle modeling to assess vaccine efficacy in CHMI trials, as well as for funders and regulatory agencies attempting to judge the outcome of such trials.

Supplementary Data {#s5}
==================

[Supplementary materials](http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/infdis/jit156/-/DC1) are available at *The Journal of Infectious Diseases* online (<http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/>). Supplementary materials consist of data provided by the author that are published to benefit the reader. The posted materials are not copyedited. The contents of all supplementary data are the sole responsibility of the authors. Questions or messages regarding errors should be addressed to the author.
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[^1]: Abbreviations: CDF, cumulative density function; LBI, liver-to-blood parasite inoculum; n/a, not applicable; PMR, parasite multiplication rate.
